
ROXANNE BROWNING - CHOCOLATE SOMMELIER
EM: RB@EXOTICCHOCOLATETASTING.COM   PH: 631-252-0658   WS: EXOTICCHOCOLATETASTING.COM

YOUR JOURNEY BEGINS HERE
Guided pairings or chocolate tastings are uniquely created, customized to meet your format, time, and 
budget at your venue or suggested wine bars and restaurants in the New York area
The world of chocolate - experience sustainable chocolates that are dark, white, and with added exotic The world of chocolate - experience sustainable chocolates that are dark, white, and with added exotic 
ingredients in an interactive presentation. Learn about taste, texture, aroma, and the art of pairing com-
plementary and contrasting avors. Chocolates journey from bean-to-bar, the health benets, how the 
indigenous people grow, harvest, and how cacao helps the rainforest.
Pairings with beer/spirits/cheese or just a chocolate tasting are options
Press - Fortune, Edible, Wine Press, Homefront Magazine, Newsday and other publications and view video 
of recent events on the website
Ask about “Reserve”– for chocolate and/or wine connoisseurs with limitless budget and taste
Rates and references available on request

CREATE A BUZZ AT YOUR NEXT EVENT
Posh Soiree at home, office or restaurant - the main       
attraction or an addition to a special occasion
Business social – integrate into your event for a lasting 
impression for clients, colleagues or staff 
Club social - offer members a fun new alterative from 
traditional themes that lls a roomtraditional themes that lls a room
Fundraiser - Who doesn’t like chocolate!? Excite and 
draw people for a good cause

Roxanne Browning, New York’s only Chocolate Sommelier,  
will guide guests on a journey discovering chocolates from the 
Amazon rainforest to the tropical Islands paired with wine or 
straight-up. This soiree for the senses is both entertaining and 
educational. Have fun with friends, family, or associates in this 
one-of-a-kind adventure! 

CCHOCOLATE AND WINE  - THE PERFECT SENSORY EXPERIENCE!
Roxanne’s original idea that pairs single-origin chocolate with 
wine to enhance their avors and nuances, lead to an “aha!” 
moment - infusion of avors using all the senses reveal a fun 
new way to enjoy these beloved pleasures. 

CHOCOLATE & WINE PAIRINGS 
A LUSCIOUS PASSPORT AROUND THE WORLD FROM YOUR HOME, OFFICE OR RESTAURANT  


